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For Almost 3 Decades
By Macollvie Jean-Francois
News Editor
On Wednesday, Oct. 13. Adjunct
Professor Stanley Arthur Frankel
suffered a stroke a few minutes after
dismissing his favorite class. MGT.
3800. Business and Society. The stu-
dents rushed to get assistance from
the Management Department Office.
which contacted an ambulance.
"Class had just ended." said Peter
Dafnos, a senior majoring in man-
agement. "He bent down by the desk
to pick up his bag. his head dropped
on the desk. and he just stayed
there."
The distraught students collected
money and purchased flowers to
send him at the New York University
Hospital's Intensive Care Unit.
Sadly, the well ..-likedBu-year-old
never got up again. Four and a half
weeks later. on Friday. Nov. 12. the
80-year-old was officially pro-
nounced dead.
In a press release to the manage-
ment faculty. Department Chair
Harry Rosen describes Rosen as "a
remarkable man, who added a great
deal to the Department." His exten-
sive knowledge of social issues was
one reason he was recruited to teach
at Baruch.
--------
Continued on Page 2
Continued on Page 3
In Mason Hall on Friday. the 23 rd
Street building was packed with stu-
dents. professors. spectators and all
that jazz. This event needed no intro-
duction or free food. The Mingus jazz
band performed musical classics in
the honor of world famous composer.
musician and band founder the late
Charles Mingus.
Before the show. sounds of tuning
saxophones swim through the air. The
tapping of drums and cymbals are
crisp and refreshing, while the audi-
ence tries to find aseat If they are
lucky.. The, clock strikes' one and the
lights tum low. Let the show begin!
Close your eyes and feel waves of
jazz penetrate your mind and listen to
the band's first song titled
""Moaning.·' The harmonies are com-
Professor Who
,Suffered Stroke
Dies at Age 80
..
, its trophy. The team had
. 'an exceptional year, com-
ing in second place behind
Hunter in the CUNYs and
the Hudson
tournament
(above). (Top left to














Player and made the AII-
Tournament team with
teammate.Papadopulou,
Continued on Page 3
day when she realized her injured Avenue. She was denied treatment
." finger" n~-gotten-Worse':--n'\vas ''-''beC'aJrSe 'thatctimcdoes not accept
"swollen; black, bruised' and hom- Medicaid.'
ble," she said. Shedidn't know what Having wasted two hours. she
to do. She was aware that the school acrimoniously headed back to
did not have a health care facility but Student Life.
figured that there would at least be a She was then directed to Beth
nurse. To herdismay, there was not. Israel Hospital on 14th Street. where
So she tumedto the Office of she was made to wait approximately
Student Life, hoping that someone another three hours in order to have
there could help her. X-rays taken. By then, the clinic was
Initially, she was told' that there closing for the day 59 she was told to
was nothing Student Life could do, make an appointment
but then she was put in contact with At the end of that day, the female
Debra Bick-Duggan, associate student was admittedly "furious"
director of student life. After speak- because she had missed all her class-
ing with Bick-Duggan, she was sent es and work just to get X-rays.
to a clinic on 23rd Street and 7th
About two weeks ago a female
basketball player fractured her fin-
ger while attempting to make a steal
on a passed ball during a practice
game. The twenty-six-year-old
female student, who asked to remain
anonymous, said she heard the crack
of her finger as the ballhit her hand.
"Even my teammates and my
coach heard the sound my finger
made," said the student. Although
she felt pain, she decided to contin-
ue playing in belief that the pain
would subside.
That belief disappeared the next





Senior Staff Writer .
Mingus Band
========~~~=========~~~==·IPerforms To
Women ~ Volleyball Team Places First in Hudson Valley Tournament j Packed House
As promised, this is the 1
picture of the wome~ 's I By Media Ariana
von ball team acce tmg
In what one administrator called
"one of the most productive meetings
I've ever been at Baruch College,"
and in an effort to accommodate con-
cerns emanating from students. staff.
faculty and administrators. Ronny
Widener, director of campus person-
nel, chaired a committee which has
moved the college one step closer to
the goal of loosening up the current
Baruch children-on-campus policy.
The current policy states that
minor children are not permitted on
campus but in the event a student
needs to conduct administrative col- I
lege business. a written pass for a I
child may be issued. I Stanley Frankel (center)J)Iots strategy in the Paclftc Theater of World War II. He served with distinction as an
To many students. passes are very I officer in spite of his devout anti-war beliefs as a conege newspaper edttor. The other five G.l.s ptctured here
inconvenient. They are issued at two I were all killed in action. . ." . . '. .
buildings only: 360 PAS. and the p S h 1 r.r 1h C 17 ili
22nd street building. According to . roaress on c 00 ~ea tare r ael tty
Baruch security, if a student enters the b' '
:~:~Sab~~~gse:~~; ~~d~~ Still Too Slow for Some Baruch Students
ordered to immediately ~ircct him or .
her outside and around to 46 W 26th By Hubert Reyes
o : Street; -..... ' 'ConiilEmling'Writer
. The thirteenmembersof the com-
mittee, representing faculty, security,
administration and students, took I
time to discuss with one another their
views towards the current policy and
shared suggestions on how the policy
cou ld be made better.
They were not averse to speaking I
their minds.
"No one likes the policy." said Jim
Murphy. director of undergraduate
adm issions and financial ai.d.
"Students who have had to do routine
business were prevented from doing




provide additional VITA locations throughout
New York City.
The Baruch VITA program will begin
recruiting volunteers for its 1999 tax season
starting on Tuesday. Nov, 30 through
Thursday. Dec. 2. Interested students must
sign up on a first-come-first-serve basis at the
table that will be in the lobby of the 25th
street Building from 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
The search for volunteers has already
attracted the attention of many Baruch stu-
dents who are eager to take part. as \\ itnessed
by the volume of replies to the VITA email.
Volunteers may partake in various activities
sueh as directly preparing returns. teaching
taxpayers to prepare their ow n returns or
managing a VITA site.
Students who commit themselves to VITA
as income tax volunteers will be required to
attend two Saturday training sessions. tenta-
tively scheduled for-Jan. 8 and Jan. 15, which
will be taught by representatives of the IRS.
They must also complete and submit a take-
horne certifying examination administered by
the IRS and be willing to volunteer a mini-
mum of two hours per week for the six-week
period prior to April 15. at an established site
location.
VITA offers extraordinary leadership
opportunities to students who desire to partic-
ipate in the program. The position of site
coordinator is a great example. Site coordina-
tors are required to attend both training ses-
sions and pass the take-home examination.
The site coordinators will be responsible for
monitoring the daily operations of his or her
designated site, as well as working closely
with the VITA coordinators.
VITA is looking for volunteers that will
help the 1999 VITA effort become a success.
If you are interested in becoming a volunteer
or a site coordinator you must sign up at the
table in the Lobby of the library building from
Nov. 30 to Dec. 2. Should you have any ques-
tions about this program. contact the VITA




In what is fast becoming a tradition here at
Baruch. many students will be spending part
of their holiday vacation this year doing more
than recovering from Y2K.
The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
(VITA) program is a nationwide endeavor
established and sponsored by the Internal
Revenue Service. It provides community-
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
Commences Recruitment Drive
based income tax assistance to individuals
who cannot afford the high price of private
services. VITA is one of the biggest volunteer
programs at Baruch College.
The VITA program has been an annual fIX-
ture at Baruch for the past eight years. During
the 1998 tax season, Baruch VITA volunteers
catered to as many as 1,400 clients. As a
result., taxpayers managed to save an estimat-
ed $87,000 in fees. Volunteers worked in
excess of 1,500 hours, and performed their
services across Brooklyn. Bronx. Queens and
Manhattan.
Since its inception. VITA has been spon-
sored by the Golden Key National Honor
Society. Through the VITA program. hun-
dreds of students have been trained and certi-
. tied, ro "pr9vige.I?~~)nC9JIle. tax ~,?.~~.~e:, Monica Carrera is a member of the BC!ruc.h
Presently, the success of VITA has attracted 'chapter of Golden Key National Honor
the sponsorship of Fleet Bank. which will Society.
(Above) The Charles Mingus Big Band performs at "the Fez Cafe. (Bottom) Previously-released










event made me realize
how Charles Mingus
was such a talented
man."




who was sitting in the audience. stated "put-
ling the band together was all accidental. If I
had really thought about it I probably would-
n't have done it." Sue Mingus has supported
.about 150 musicians who are of all ages and
have their own musical careers.
The Mingus Big Band plays every
Thursday night at the Time Cafe in Greenwich
Village otT of Lafavette Street. Their web site- ~
is mingusmingusmingus.com for info, pic-







clash from the cymbals. Cruz doesn't even
seem like he's in front of a large live audi-
ence. Cruz plays the beginnings of the
"Haitian fight song..' And he doesn't play
alone for long. He's soon joined by the cello
\\ hose sounds are so melodically intertwined
\\ ith his. they could have been dancing.
One hour and 15 minutes later. the lights
come on and the music fades. The perform-
ance ended with a standing ovation from the
audience, The show was so fantastic at 2: 15
p.m. the Mason Hall was still tilled with
spectators. most of whom wanted to get an
autograph from Charles Mingus' widow. Sue
fvl ingus.
"Attending this event
made me realize how
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Student Athlete Finds NQ Comfort
As Baruch Lacks Health Facility
Continuedfrom front
In spite of her anger. she complimented Student Life and Bick-Duggan for their efforts in help-
ing her situation.
"They tried their best and they werevery helpful:' said the athlete.
··[A health care facility] would have made a hell of a difference:' said the student when asked if
having one on-campus would have helped.
As much help as it may provide. the question many arc asking is. "What's going on with the
health care facilirv?"
The facility has been set up and is located at the lobby of the 26th Street building. There is a
waiting room. an examination room and a doctor's room.
"There are a large number of students that don't have insurance and a majority of students who
will benefit from this new facility:' said Sara Garibaldi. president of Undergraduate Student
Government.
If the facility is ready then why is it not open? Simply. a health care provider has not been cho-
sen.
The committee- in charge of the health care facility has narrowed its list of possible providers,
from six to three. The finalists are Beth Israel Hospital. New York Presbyterian Hospital and
Bellevue Hospital. .
The committee will hold a meeting on, Nov. 18 with representatives from the three possible
providers. The format planned is a question and answer session with the representatives to gain
clarification regarding the proposals each provider has prepared.
"The process ofchoosing a vendor is running smoothly." said Garibaldi. refusing to reveal which
hospital has the inside track. "
"[The health care facility] will provide basic health services for students." said Bick-Duggan.
Among the services to be dispensed are" MMR shots. Band-Aids. birth control. and physical
exams.
" After more than a year of restlessly waiting for an on-campus health care facility. it appears that
the Baruch students will finally receive what they have been asking for. But the twenty-six year
old female athlete voices what many students may be thinking: "I'Il believe it when I see it."
Mingus Big Band Brings a Touch of Jazz to Baruch
posed of \\ ood \\ indcd instruments including
trombones. saxophones. trumpets with percus-
sion and a melodic piano to help the mood, The
auditorium is tranquil.
The audience is mesmerized. Not one word
spoken. Everyone silent as tenor sax. Seamus
Blake. gives us what we yearn for, A warm
steam: taste of jazzy Latin, The waves that
give a natural high leave us with thirst as we
beg for more. Blake's solo lasted long enouah
~ - ~
for the audience to extend their adulation as he
-nodcstly took his seat after the solo ended,
The number "Moaning" was written as a mis-
sion of the Mingus Band to keep the "spirit and
politics alive.' Spirituality and politics are
--+-I~--tfte--fti1ffi. .and - --- -- ---------e _




more of a political
\ iew in Charles
Mingus' thoughts.
Titled "Don't let it
happen to me:
Change the w orld."
sax player John
Stubblefield speaks background narration..
Stubblefield. like Blake before him. has his
moment in front of us and illuminates us with
his skills on the sax and with his narration. At
the end of his own standing performance we
hear "Bravo. bravo!" from Sue Mingus. \vho is
watching her band in the front row of Mason
Hall.
Shhhh! Tapping cymbals signal the band to
stop playing as Adam Cruz. the drummer.
allows the iridescence of Caribbean beats do
what they do best. Boom-DI 01 boom boom
Frankel died while doing
what he loved: teaching
Adam is Frankers grandchildren,
Among the awards for braver: Frankel
received was a Presidential Citation of the
148th Infantry Regiment. in wh ich he was an
officer. He later served as Trustee of the
YMCA. President of Ogden Corporation, and
played a significant role in the Democratic
Party.
Frankel's work -fe(rio his position as a per'=--
manent guest on a local cable show in
Westchester, Frankel-y Speaking. He was
awarded the Peabody Award. which recognizes
"distinguished achievement and meritorious
public service by radio and television net-
works. stations. producing organizations. cable
television organizations and individuals."
In recent years. Frankel became involved
with helping children. One organization he
was involved with was the Pediatric Cancer
Foundation. Donations may be sent to 405
Tarrytown Rd. PMB 572 / White Plains. NY
10607-1313
"He adored children:' said Mrs. Frankel
admiringly.
In Compilation of Other People s Words of
Wisdom. a book the witty Frankel produced
this year. Albert Einstein says. "Try not to
become a man of success. but rather try to
become a man of value:'
Frankel reached success by adding value to
the many organizations he came in contact
with. In Rosen's words. "Stan Frankel was a
fine man and will be missed:'
war."
In Frankel-y Speaking's introduction,
Frankel wrote that o'in addition to the letters to
Madeleine Brennan [a top literary agent] and
to Irene. I had my diary. which triggered many
memories. Keeping a diary was forbidden. but
I had kept one nevertheless, in my back pock-
et during combat. hidden in my footlocker
between missions. This diary served as the
source of several. ..chapters."
One of his reasons for recounting those dif-
ficult years was "in the hope and prayer that
what happened to me and my generation will
never. never. never happen to Adam and his:'
Frankel wrote. "The countries of Europe
have found an interesting pastime for their
youths. They give them guns and airplanes and
cannons and bayonets and nice uniforms! We
youth in America don't want to play soldier.
We want the [United States] to keep out of
, ....... - .,
Continuedfrom front
Management Professor Dies
After Suffering In-Class Stroke
.........~
(Left) A photo of Thomas Merton, who some have called an American saint of the catholic
Church. (Right) Jim Forest speaking at the lecture on Merton.
"Love is the Measure:' He also the author of with the Orthodox Peace Fellowship. whose
another book. The Ladder ofBeatitudes. mission may be found at http://www.incom-
He is currently working on a book about munion.org.
sacraments. He and his wife are very involved
." ' -
~
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Day. a radical social activist being considered
for sainthood by the Roman Catholic Church
and the other wa~ a discussion of immigrant
history.
Forest's lecture was the third in the religion
and culture series.
Forest was interested in journalism vel)'
early on in life. He hung around newspaper
offices while growing up in Red Bank. New
Jersey. and even started a small newspaper at
his school.
Like Merton. he was also always fascinated
by social problems sucf as racial injustice and
war. While serving in the United States Navy.
he spent one year in jail in a Vietnam because
he supported the peace movement.
During those years in the navy. Forest
became a devout Christian and helping people
became his personal responsibility. Upon his
return to the United States from the Navy. he
joined the Catholic Workers Association. an
organization here in Manhattan dedicated to
helping people on the streets. with whom
Forest still continues to work with.
It was here that he met Dorothy Day. a
social activist whom many considered radical.
Day became a major influence in Forest's life.
The tremendous impact of people such as
Day and Merton on Forest is evident through
his works. He has written a biography of Day.
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In a continuina series of lectures on religion- -and culture sponsored by Baruch. the depart-
ment of sociology and anthropology invited
renowned author and journalist Jim Forest to
lecture on Thomas Merton. a beloved Roman
Catholic monk best known for his pioneering
address of 20th Century social issues through
his \\ ritings and journals. in a presentation
titled "Thomas Merton: An American Saint?"
Born in 1915. Merton spent his childhood in
Europe before attending Columbia University
to further his studies. Inspired by a professor.
Merton's interest of a spiritual life was trig-
gered. He spent his life seeking answers to his
numerous questions regarding God and other
theological issues. many of which were shaped
in a decade when a nation fought a battle for
civil rights and a war in Vietnam.
Perhaps one of the most influential men of
this century. Merton's work touched many
people and is often revered as a holy man. He
died tragically in 1968 in Thailand just as he
was about to fulfill a lifelong dream to see Asia
and to meet with the Dalai Lama.
"One of the most prolific writers of his
time:' said Forest.
Two lectures were presented last spring
semester. The subject of the first was Dorothy
Renowned Journalist Jim Forest Speaks to Baruch About Activism,
Sainthood, and a Monk Who Captured America's Social Conscience
Wednesday, Nov. 17
Greek Informational
African Greek. Lettered CounciJ
ThUrsday, Nov. 1-8
Cellutar""~hone Promotiqn "
Cellcom.com ,.If you were to talk to this guy for Iike a sec-
ond, you'd be like 'wow. this guy is cool',"
said Spanos. "He was a great professor...he
made the class fun."
Frankel's colleagues at the management
department concur.
"All the students loved him." said Linda
Moore an administrator. "He was friendly and""' " . "
well-liked:'
A. L. Booke, a management professor had
fond memories of Frankel. "Words that come
to mind are charming. delightful. and lovable:'
said- Booke. "He died doing something he
loved."
Frankel's wife. Irene, confirmed this senti-
ment. "Teaching was one of his great loves."
she said. He is survived by three children and
three grandchildren. The family has scheduled
a private service. Condolences can be sent to:
109 Brewster Rd .. Scarsdale, NY 10583.
In the approximately 30 years that the well-
known Frankel taught Business and Society.
he never missed a class. According to Booke."
his section was always the first to be filled up.
"Students just loved him," said Booke. "He
was a warm and sincere person."
"He made the class fun. he was very hip for
his age" said Spanos.
Frankel was a star in his own right. As a for-
mer political speech writer for such influential
men as Robert F. Kennedy. Hubert Humphrey.
Adlai E. Stevenson, and Walter Mondale, he
___ ._---t---...........--Iflte~~tY;CtJ~~~~~~iiji~~~~~~~~trttffi8jt7TI85i~;zZ2~~27P~Wal(Jl.WIW~-Pf:opJe.-.in the -nation's top. -
bureaus.
Trawnatized by his experiences in World War
II. the veteran authored the well-acclaimed
book Frankel-y Speaking About World War II
in the South Pacific in 1992. In it, Frankel
chronicles his five years as an "infantryman
for three and one- halfyears- in the dank jun-
gles of the Solomon Islands, in the lethal
streets and buildings of Manila and on the
frightening, winding mountain roads leading
up to Baguio in the Philippines.... Those who
knew me in Dayton. Ohio, where I grew up,
and at Northwestern University where I led
student rallies calling for non- participation in
the war in Europe, surely would have thought
it wildly unlikely 'that I would become an offi-'
cer in the U. S. Army in the South Pacific lead-
ing troops into battle."
A Time Magazine article relates how the
"brilliant, political- minded Stanley Frankel.
editor of the Daily Northwestern, founded a
College Front for Peace with the platform:
"We will not fight in Europe." He sent letters
to editors of 250 other college papers. inviting
them to join; at week's end some 50 had
accepted."
5
"I don't think children'
should he allowed in the
classroom: They can he
distracting. "
"The grandmother's children were' old enough.
With little kids I would not encourage it."
Other professors echoed similar sentiments.
"Yes. I would allow it" said (Jeanne
Rosenberg. a journalism professor. referring to
children in her classroom. "'If an emergency
arises. like taking a final exam, I would proba-
bly have the student go to another room so that
the child would not disrupt the class. I think
that if the parent wants to set an example to the
child. it is very nice."
Students were divided. however, in their
appraisal of the situation. Some students appar-
ently do not feel comfortable \\ ith children in
the classroom.
"I don't think children should be allowed in
the classroom, they can he distracting:' said
Gabc Milicn, an upper junior. "The old dub
room on the 22nd street building could serve as
a place for the children to be taken."
i\ number of students interviewed raised the
idea of creating a place be for children only.
"I think it's a good idea of having a space for
the kids:' said Cheick Kant. a law senior. He
also added that children can be disruptive if
they decide to parade up and dow n hal lwaV5.
"I \...·ould mind if students bring the children
to class on a regular basis. I would be distract-
ed and \vould not pay attention to. the profcs-
sor.' said Vanessa Ross. an upper junior,
One of the most Important concerns the:
committee addressed looked at the possible
abuse of the pol icy it regulations \\ ere loos-
ened.
"I am worried when the policy changes.
people will exploit it:' said Hudson.
Committee members decided that excessive
instances of child-bringing to campus (approx-
imately 10 to 12 times a month) would be con-
sidered abuse of the policy and that if com-
'plaints were received from' security and 'profes-
sors. cases would be dealt with on an individual
basis.
A consensus was reached at the end of the
meeting concluding that- current children-on-
campus policies were indeed unfair. With the
input of everyone in the committee. a new pol-
icy was drafted relaxing many of the restric-
tions of current policy. All present seemed
happy about the draft. "One of the most pro-
ductive [meetings] I've been at Baruch
College" according to Murphy.
According to Widener, the new draft of the
Baruch children-on-campus policy will be
reviewed by the committee via e-mail and if
agreed upon then, will be submitted to the
interim president's office for approval.
If. upon further review, the draft is not
agreed upon. another meeting will be scheduled
to revise the recommended policy changes to
the children-an-campus question. According to
Widener, the final revision of the draft propos-
al will given to Interim President Sidney
Lirtzman for approval.
The timetable for a draft to be sent to the
- - ~ -~-~ ----_._--'--
president calls for a submission by the end of
this week. Meanwhile, until a new policy is
printed. the current restrictive policy will still
enforced, according to Aylman.
Committee Members Agree:
Current Child Policy is Unfair
Continuedfrom front
to request a pass."
Murphy also felt for the enforcers of the pol-
icy. especially security guards who may be
regarded as cold hearted. but who are just fol-
lowing orders:
Josefina, an upper junior and a parent. com-
mented that she often has a difficult time as a
student because she is not allow ed to bring her
daughter to school. She has had to limit her
schedule to classes that finish before the day
care at Baruch closes.
Josephine Menzies, president of the Baruch
student-parent association. \\ as invited to the
committee by Widener to speak on behalfof the
students. According to Menzies, the current
policy is not sensitive to certain emergencies
that students rna) canfront. One of these emer-
gencies could be having to bring the child to
class when a final exam is being administered.
It would appear to be common sense for the
child not to brought to class, but what happens
to the student? She also said that some profes-
sors are not wilIing to accommodate students
\\ ith children and that this is a problem. She
went on to address the problem of
not been able to bring a child to
class when public schools are
dosed for holidavs.
Committee members
agreed that it was difficult if not
impossible to satisfy everyone and
that they were struggling to get the
right words to rewrite the policy.
According to Menzies. however,
the entire matter would be simpli-
fied by doing away with the policy
altogether. - Menzies presented
research illustrating how other col-
leges in the CUNY system handle
similar matters and informed the
committee that other colleges often
leave the decision regarding a child
on campus to faculty members. and
that, written policies are rarely
enforced.
Karl F. Schmid. assistant
vice-president of campus facilities
and operations. recom,mended the
use of common sense in addressing
the policy. He noted that a policy is
not needed for a student to "pick up
or drop something." He also noted
that a sign-in sheet would seem to
make more sense than a pass-based
system. Schmid observed that fac-
ulty should be empowered to
decide what is appropriate in emer-
gency cases.
Joumalism professor
Benjamin Hudson on one occasion.
before the policy was enforced,
allowed a child to color in his office
while the student was taking a final
exam. He has not allowed children
in the classroom. since.
"I would discourage it
because it is disruptive," he said.
"However, if a similar emergency
arouse again, magic markers are in
my office drawers."
English Professor, Myron
Schwartzman also voiced his opin-
IOn.
"'I would like to see the pol-
icy loosen up," said Schwartzman.
In the past he once accommodated a
grandmother in one of his classes.
To find out more - give us
a 'Call Of visit OUf website
I 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-creforg
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SRAs and IRAs make it easy.
SRAs -tax-deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF-and our range of IRAs
offer smart, easy VV'Ays to help create
the retirement income that your pen-
sion and Social Security benefits may
not provide. They're backed by the
same low expe!1ses, -ex~eptio~aJ inv~st­
ment management, and outstanding
personal service that have made TIAA-
CREF the retirement plan of choice
among America's education and
research communities.
So call now to find out ho'W easy it
is to invest when you have time and
TIAA-CREF on your side.
Ensuring the future ,
for those who shape it.~
IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE
WAS EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING
YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.
Children enjoy a song at 'the Baruch child care center. Current children-on-campus policies,
while considered by many to be unfair, are still betng enforced until the new policy draft is
approved by Interim President Sidney Lirtzman. (PhotolBaruch Archives)
T hink ~bout supporting yourselffor thirty years or longer in
retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face.
Fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favor: time and tax
deferral.
The key is to start saving now.
~elayingyour decision can have a big
Impact on the amount ofyour retire-
ment income.
What's the simplest and most
powerful way to get started? Save in
pretax dollars and make the most of
tax deferral.
fL\.\-CREF Ind" ,0=: and InSlJIlH.onal ~n 1('" In, ,J.srnl>U1t"'; CRr.r c(,rTdical<.'~ ano rnl,'n'~l' in the TI \ \ Rt:aJ r<1.. ,(' \, count L·, ' I I I I
h d . • --- ,. ~ 1- ,,. mort: cornp (Ott.· In nrm~HltJl1 ,"<. u« Ine
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BARUCH COLLEGE
EARLY LEARNING CENTER, INC~
Care is available for the pre-school age
children of Baruch College students.
Come by to get more information
& an application or call 387-1420/1.
We are open from 8:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Applications are also available in the
Office .of Student Life at
360 Park Avenue South, 15th fl.
We are located at:
-~~East-I9-tb--Street,
Park Ave So. and Irving Place
~ - ----- ~-- -~--~ ~ ---~--~-----------




throw the government after another. These
acts would result from the suppression of emo-
tions. which run on a deterministic basis,
Hobbes argued that every occurrence can be
foretold in correspondence with precise laws
of science. (For reference. read the November
3rd issue of the Ticker's Philosophy Corner"
about determinism and the October 20th issue
about Rousseau).
Give Thanks
mary and oregano. Spread the combination of
chopped garlic and onion over the turkey as to
allow its.flavor to marinate overnight. Finally.
lather it with softened butter over the exposed
skin.
To make the injection fonnula: combine-in a
bowl, 1/2 cup water along with the chicken
broth. After tha~ add the whiskey and lemon
juice. Be sure to include enough sal~ pepper,
sugar and spices in to the mixture for season-
ing. When injecting, start with the breast mea~
(we want it- nice and jU-icy) an<l makesute---
strategic areas of the bird are punctured for a
faster cooking time. As for the leftover juice.
it can be used to baste the bird every half hour
during cooking. - - - --
The rice .stuffing is made by firs~ by heating
2 cups of water along with I can of chicken
stock. To that, 1 1/2 cup of rice and a 1/2 cup
of peanuts are added. The ground beef should
be seasoned accordingly before being cooked.
Vegetables go last. Add the green peas and
sarrot bits when the stew is starting to simmer.
For additional flavor. try some basil leaves.
The really smell good. Allow the stuffing to
cool over night and pack it into the bird before
cooking. At las~ secure the turkey by tying its
hind legs together with butcher string.
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit
before inserting the bird. Add to your pan a
variety of vegetables such as potatoes, broc-
coli, beets. red and ~en peppers. etc. This
will make the dish colorful for a true thanks-
giving feast. Depen'ding on the weight of the
bird~ cooking time varies from 3-4 hours. Take
this time to relax and enjoy the holiday with
friends and family. Serve in moderation with
beer or' wine. And to everyone have a festive
holiday with much peace and happiness.
--
Turkey































desire, however, conflict is natural, while
peace is something that is learned. A "social
contract" was formed; it was centered on the
idea that "we agree not to harm each other and
we shall obey a ruler." (Please note that the
first part of this idea was embraced by
Rousseau).
It was the fear of violent death that "enlight-
ened" us to form a society. Thus, we left the'
stage of human nature as the
result of a strong; pervasive emo-
tion. Society. according to
Hobbes. needs harsh rulers and
enforcement to constantly remind
. us that there will be terrible con-
sequences. Unlike Rousseau. he
thought that the formation of
society was good. With an auto-
cratic ruler. society functions-at
J "
its best because passions are in
check. I n chapter six of
Leviathan, he stated: "For there is
no such thing as perpetual tran-
quillity of mind. while we live
here; because life itself is but
motion, and can never be without
desire, nor without fear. no more
than without sense. He would,
perhaps. argue that the expression
of our emotions is necessary: it
should occur in controlled envi-
ronments such as boxing rings,
basketball courts, hockey. tennis,
karate, etc. Sports are excellent
activities in facilitating such. .
expression.
If one were to imagine the lack
of such mediums for expression,
it is not unlikely to conjure the
image' of people 'trying' to over-
Happy Thanksgiving! !! Here's the recipe for
my delicious thanksgiving turkey. Enjoy!









After thawing the bird, remove the innards as
well as the head. Make sure that the turkey i~
cleaned thoroughly by rinsing it with cold
water. Now it is time to prepare it for the next
day. First spice it entirely, including the
insides, with_enough salt, pepper and sugar.
Cover the rest of the bird with a bit of rose-
time, which continue to be significant even
now. Galilee's findings concerning space and
physics are perhaps the best example.
Another of Hobbes' influences was the
English Civil War, which ended with the
beheading of King Charles and the take-over
of a dictator (Oliver Cromwell}. In Hobbes'
lifetime. the reverting of the dictatorship toa
monarchy took place. Hobbes concluded from
the events of the war that people are motivated
by their emotions such as fear of others and
desire for power. His conclusion stands to rea-
son when one takes into account the historical
events of his last 19 years of existence. He
also argued that an autocratic government
(absolute rule by an individual) is necessary
for the sake of keeping people's motives in
check.
Hobbes said that we have always gone to war
over a variety of issues and under nearly any
set of circumstances. As for any philosopher,
it was necessary for him to identify a valid
basis for his arguments. He had to understand
people at the core. To do so meant to "go back
to the state of nature." Here. war was engaged
on an individual basis. In this period, it was
good that society was formed for reasons that
we "'tnin'k' of 'to,day" Since ~e 'have 'unfimited-
During the run, remember not to overwork
~ourself. Know your limitations and what your
body can handle, But that does not mean for
you to give a half-hearted effort each time you
run. ,Set goals -for yourself and attempt to
achieve them. It can be one mile this week and
it can improve to two miles the next week, but
be consistent and stick to your routine. Keep a
steady pace for yourself. Being fast is good,
but you will get more satisfaction out of a long
and productive run, than say. a twenty-yard
sprint. Time-yourselfand ex-pect· improvement.
This will build your stamina each time you beat
the clock. Remind yourself to run
with your body in a tall and upright
pPsiifon with cOrifidence~Run strong,
as though you are on a health con-
sc~ous mission. When you are fin-
ished with your route, walk briskly
in, order to cool your muscles
down. Relax by stretch-
ing once more. This
will allow your
body to readjust from the ten-
sion ofyour exercise.
.Have fun during your runs.
Exercise is difficult because
we simply. do not have
,enough time each da)
for all .the things we
want to do. Try find-
ing time in the morn-
ings when the air is
fresh ·and our bodies
are ready, for work.
Share the run with
friends and family.
Enjoy the beauty of
the seasons as they change and k~p in mind to
stay fit and healthy. Run forever.
Comer
- - - - -,-
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Today. we see events like war throughout the
globe just as many empires in past millennia
have seen. Our representatives have even
waged war in recent times. One does not even
have to dig deep into the past. In fact. in this
decade alone, the Persian Gulfwar and the war,
in Bosnia were waged by our nation. A dis-
cussion of the ethics of war and the extreme
positions of pacifism and savagery are of
another matter; however. placing the spotlight
upon a philosopher named Thomas Hobbes
befits the topic of war and meets the criteria of
this column. which is intent upon informing
readers of ideals of western philosophy for the
remainder of this semester.
To keep the reader in suspense, some prelim-
inary information about Hobbes would do
nicelv. Born in 1588. he lived until the age of
* -
91. Like Jean Jaques Rousseau. he is known
for his political theory, which is at the crux of
his most famous work. Leviathan. Unlike
Rousseau though. he held the view that human
nature is that'of selfishness and that people are
not naturally social beings. He was greatly
influenced by .the' scicntificflnd:fnis- of his'




energy. Having the necessary
gear for the occasion is also important. Dress
for the weather ac~ordingly and invest in a
good pair of running sneakers. Getting enough
rest the night before helps to conserve enough
energy for your workout. '
Autumn and winter are upon us once again.
That means cold weather and, of course. our
favorite home cooked meals. During this holi-
day season we also have to remind ourselves to
maintain a balanced diet with enough exercise
to keep our bodies in good health.
As an avid runner, I can tell you how invig-
orating it feels to be able to have control over
your physique. Although it does take some-dis-
cipline to get up early two or three times a
week for a good work out. it pays otT in the
end. Whether it is stress from school, work or
, even the weather. runnIng is a good way-to
alleviate these problems. It frees the mind.
Here are some tips for a good cardiovascular
work out during your runs' L
Stretching before each s~n
is necessary in order to prepare
your body for any' exercise. For
runners, it is essential to pump
blood and oxygen into key muscles
to prevent cramps and to accustom
the body to constant exertion during
the run. Drink plenty of water the night
before to prevent dehydration and to keep
the body from overheating. Eat foods
J~aded with carbohydrates such as rice
and ,pasta to maintain an optimal
amount of
_.- ....-





--"'s-a great way to stay in touch
with friends and family!
- You invite in whoever you want!
• You can share photos and music!
- Plan events!
- Have online discussions!
-It's totally free!
-Totally private!
• Create your own eCircle at
www.eCircles.com!
- Don't type in the
exclamation point!
Continued on Page A8
Audrey: What about that tip thing'?
Aspen: Like 700.
Audrey: So, when you pay it's like the
bill that you minus
Aspen: Yeah. But if you date a guy
that's not mean, you should always be
adding. Like that's how you lrnow.
Angel: We'II do that next week.
Start Your Own
eCircle Today!
time i'm gonna be in the jim, and those
olives they were like the eyes from this
boyfriend, this italian boyfriend from
~ L
italy he was so cute but he thought he
was gay
Angel: \\'hat happened Audrey'?
:Audrey: Oh so there was like the
olives and the bill and so I just throw
all this monic on the tabel and like run '
out. 11<:' ("OllWS back the next day with
all this monie I gues I left like 800
dolars and so I took the monie and
slammed the door. but. that was like
subtaction right I mean like a lot'?
Aspen: That WC:L..., really mean. Don't
PH'f see him again.
YOUR OWN MEETING
PLACE IN CYBERSPACEI
Angel: He should have given you back
like 700 and 61 dollars.
ADVERTISEMENT!! !
the Chinese have dominated irtterria-
tional ping pong competitions, and
look at the birthrate in that country!"
Professor Bryant went on to say that
the group still doesn't know what it is
about ping pong that promotes copious
amounts of sex. "We suspect the fast-
paced frenzy of the game gets the old




A group of international supermod-
c-Is is using their «Circles chat area
to improve their mathematic-al skills.
Y{'stt'nlay's me-eting was about subtrac-
tion and its practical application.





Angel Loirette: So mavbo we could
start just by talking about an example
of subtract ion from ow' life that WP 'vr-
had to do. If we can think of any.
Aspen Lancaster: I have-n't he-en in
school for so long.
Audrey McCann: OK I invited this guy
frie-nd for diner, When the bill carne he
just sat there saying he had such a
grate time and it was fun and I like
starting freeking out. The bill said 29
dollers. 1 had this salad. It had these
olives on it and kept thinking Iike 011
my god I reelly shouldn't have eeten




our nticroscopes, slIDken our boat,
and make us crawl around for
our food because they think it's
our fault. I don't know how much
longer we can hold out.... Her
eCircle friends, along with her
university and one member of the
U.S. Government, are arranging a
relief openuion for the island as
quickly as possible.
•




Guinea. l\ls. SiInpson also used her
t-Cirele to share photos of the stoml
danlage, which her friends described
as "super, super ~cary.'" Mary Sinlpson
is studying in Kokena as part of a
biology program run by Tidewater
State, a small cQllege in Florida
"'We've had. to make long-sleeved
winter clothing out of palm fronds,"
wrote Mary. "'The natives have sPlaShed
Living 'Diablo Loco'
from t he- now-e-mpty spat. in a
perverse game of musical toilets.
TIH' SCPIlP in t IH' cav(' following
a larg(' me-al, I)a\'id Parke-us con-
c('d('d, "must have ber-n a curious
()11P, irl(l('('(l."
While Parke-us considers the find
"enlighte-ning". lu- worries about
the- change that may o~"("ur in how
we view cave paintings all OVPf the "
world. psppcially after the n-spons-
l.'S from other p( 'in-k-rs.
"So \H' should IlO longe-r \ 'ic-w the
Members of an eCircle dedicated to
('an's ;L" ga.llpnps where club-toting
:\Iidwlangplos unburdened their the study of human sexuality are about
souls." arche-ologist .Iane Finev to release a report claiming that ping
aske-d ill t Ill' discussion area. "but pong players have seventeen times
pprhaps mort' like- a restroom as much sex as non-ping pongers.
whe-n- midd!t'-school('rs track- notes - "Its fascinating." said Heidi Bryant.
while- tlu 'Y poop'.'" Professor of Sexualiry at Dunkirk Tec-h,
·'.Judging h~' tilt' long time- np('(\('d "Simpl~' put. ping pong enthusia...,ts -do
to t'tch tlH'Ill'-' typed Bill Tholll<L'-; it" mon' than the n'st of us.'"
"should \\T ill.·" ;hat \t'<lndpI1haIs Profpssor Bryant's pCirclt' includes
\\"t'I"(' oftt'll COl L"'l jpah'd·.)·· spxuality expprts frolll all fiftv states.
"TIlt' thing \H' ~Il·ST k('pp in <L'-; well as Madagascar. (h'('r thE.' past
mind'-' f)m'id implorpd his fplIo\\' :.27 months. the scholars ha\"e been
;u'dwologists ··is that ("an' t'tchings sharing ::;("<'ld~ of data in their eCircle,
an~ STILl, wondrous works of including statistics. Ollf'-On-OIW inter-
hpauty. and contain a wpalt h of \'ipws <Uld photos.
information about StOIW Age lift'. \\1
' I" . 1t'n tilt' r('sults of OlIT study carlle
Hpg<u'dkss ofthp <"irclIIllstan("('s in l in. \\"l' all just kind of slapped our
\\'hich tht'y-~' Illadl':'::'- ----- -----·1 -- hall<1:~ on our u)reheacts and said
------------ ---- ---- --------~I 'duh .... Brvant r('calkd. "Traditionallv
- L •
Who's Doing What-and Why-at www.eCircles.com: Your Own Meeting Place in Cyberspace
Pre: isterk Man
Rea on Toi el
This photo was posted in Mr. Parkens' archeology eCirde, accompanied by his profound comment,
"They probably read this on the con. n
III an p( 'irrk- that ard1Po)ogist
Omid Parkens uses to keep in touch
wit h fe-llow ardH'ologists, Parke-us
shared his ror-ont disc-overy that
cavc- (~tchillgs WPf(' c-reated for the-
purpose of providing Neandert hal
nu-n with re-ading material while
they sat on rock toilets. TIH'
buffaloe-, douds. and depiction» or
poopk- wen- also crt'al.('d whik- tht'
nu-n wen- spat pd. Parke-us belie-ves.
Tlu- discovc-rv W<L"; made- af'tc-r
an <L,,;sistant n -markc-d Oil t h(' odd
hpight of the- (,tching.";. which lookod
l i kr- t lu-v \\'('1"(' mark- "from a
c-rouc-he-d" position,
"\\"p we-n- always so distractpd hv
the- llla,-,f('lvi('(·t'S that IiIH'd till'
walls." Parkons said. "WP 1H'\"('r gavp
much thought to till' odd-sh;lJwd
rocks lining till' floor,"
'I\Ving on his laptop froll1 a ."itt'
12:.2 llIiks \'"<'st of :\airohi, Kpllya,
ParkpIls said tilt' lllish-lll<L,,;h of
styles h<L'-; I(,d his tt'alll to ('o!wllldt'
that 11 1(' d ching." \\'t'n' tht' work of a
III1II11)('r of <u1 ists.
Th(' art ists probably 'work('d on
tIwir pip("('S. P~u'k(,lls tIworizps.
lwfon' Illo\ing to anothpf '"spat'"
aIld allowing tIw npxt :\(',lIldt'11 hal
to J"f'<H! aud, l"l'spoud to hi~\\'ork
La Nina and EI Nino's
Angst-Ridden nlegitimate
Son Slams Tiny Pacific
Island With-34-Day Blizzard
Typing from a portable con\puter
to friends in her eCircle yesterday,
Mary Simpson described the dire
situation at Kokena a tiny island
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C-88 stealth missile is launched from the cabin
straight towards the chopper. But before the
explosion occurred, Prometheus had already
ejected. <BOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!>
Prometheus: That son of a bitch! I want his
carcass now! Flush them out!
Then all of the suddenly a BMWX Hummer
crashes out of the garage and heads towards the
lake. Prometheus' men give chase again. As
their black Acuras try to cut off Kavalier and
Ming at the pass, the Hummer releases a few
spike mines from the back trunk causing 4
Acuras to crash and explode into each other.
But Prometheus was prepared, as his automat-
ed Swiss tank fired one missile into their path.
<KABOOOOM!>
Prometheus: You are a good opponent
Kavalier, but not good enough.
As they pull Kavalier out of the vehicle,
Prometheus notices that M ing was not in the
Hummer.
Prometheus: Where is she?!!!!! Find her!!!
Where is she Kavalier?!
Kavalier: You can kiss my...
Jeriko: Sir look who I found running down
the main road while we were on a wild goose
chase.
Kavalier: Ming?!!!!!
Prometheus: Now this is quite prormsmg.
Now my dear, you can watch as I kill this freak
of nature with this bullet of holy water.
<CLIK!>
Ming: No!!!!! <BLAMMMMM!>
As Kavalier looks into Ming's eyes she slow-
ly sighs ...
Ming: Heh... self-sacrifice huh? (She passes
out).
Kavalier: NOOOOOOOOOO! You bastard!!!
What did she ever do to you?!!!!
As two fully automatic guns rip open from
his sleeves, he fires wildly at Prometheus rip-
ping the smile offhis face and ending in decap-
itation.
Kavalier: My bullets are etched with the sym-
bol of the cross Prometheus! Say -hello to
Lucifer for me.
Jeriko: Are you ready to di ...
But out from the night, a swarm of bats
engulf Jeriko into pieces. Beyond the horror 0
his own death, Kavalier gently cradled Ming in
his arms ...
Kavalier: Guilds Mother?' What are you
doing here? (Bowing politely). I am honore~
by your presence Guilds Mother.
Guilds Mother: Aiya! Please stand up child
I'm sick of these traditional formalities!
Kavalier: I know I have dishonored the clan.
I am ready to accept my fate. I knew her coin
was a forgery...
Guilds Mother: Child her heart was pure and
you did the most righteous thing to try and save
her. But I do not understand is why are you let-
ting her go?
Kavalier: (slowly raises his head) Look at me
Guilds Mother. I am a scarred and poor man. I
have nothing to offer her. I kill people for a liv-
Guilds Mother: But only those of black
hearts.
Kaval ier: What could I possibly offer her?
And besides another man has already captured
her heart. I have no place in her world or life.
Guilds Mother: Do you love her my child?
Kavalier: (in silence) I cannot answer that
question, for it is not for me to judge how my
heart feels.
Guilds Mother: Rise my valiant child. You
have earned your right of ascension into the
human world...
To Be Continued
She opens 1t1'e glove compartment andpulls
out two] 0 mil glocks...
Ming: Ok! You hold my legs down!
Kavalier: Do what?! Don't you have a
boyfriend already?! And this is no time and
place to ...
Ming: Just shut-up and do it!
Uncertain, he places his right hand upon her
legs while driving with the left arm. As she
positioned herself in the sit-up position, with
her back facing sideways, she lunges out of the
speeding car and fires both guns at the adjacent
pursuing car. Her rapid fire finds its mark as
their pursuer's car flip over.
Kavalier: Where the hell did you learn that?
Ming: *Smiling* Aerobics class...
Jeriko: This is Jeriko to Prometheus. Prey has
escaped with another mortal. Pursuit is a neg-
ative. Requesting further transport.
Prometheus: Never mind the prey, do what my
spies say is true about the female? Do she pos-
sess one the Celestial Coins?
Jeriko: Confirmation is positive. What do you
suggest we do?
Prometheus: Get that coin at any cost! And
bring me the Kavalier's head...
Meanwhile, across county upstate New
York, w.elcome to the Catskills Mountains. As
the car pulls under a high midnight sun hanging
over a calm silver glistening lake. As Ming
helped Kavalier out of the car, she was taken
breathlessly by how the soft, crisp blue snow
glowed under the midnight sun.
Ming: Kavalier, what is this enchanted place?
Kavalier: This is sort of one my great escapes
from the cruel outside world. Don't worry, no
mortal eyes can find this place unless I wilt it.
But our pursuers are no human they may find
us soon...
Soon Kavalier had started a small fire in
the fireplace. As flames of color much like a
spring rainbow danced gently in the fire
place.like fireflies animated by the night.
Kavalier: OUCH! Not so hard! If you tight-
en those bandages anymore I won't be able to
breathe anymore Ming!
Ming: Hey who's the nurse here? I graduat-
ed from Cornell University, \\ ith a degree in
\ eterinary science!
Kavalier: But that's a profession for pet doc-
tors! Not people! Do I look like a dog to) ou?!
Ming: Well most of the men that l 've gone
out with were mostly dogs, but lve never dated
a vampire before ...
Kaval ier: Technically I'm a \ arnpire, but not
to w hat :- ou human fiction has depicted us 0\ er
the centuries. Listen Ming, I'm sorry that ('\C
gotten you into this but...
Ming: Well this wasn't as bad as the time my
bovfriend (David the Magician) changed me. ~-
into a Coke Cola boule once...
Kavalier: Umrnmrn, I see... That coin around
your neck, is that a family heirloom?
Ming: Why yes how did you know? Its been
in my family for about a-hundred generations
already. I really don't know what the inscrip-
tions say...
Kavalier: The coin which adorns around you
neck is known as one of the Enochian Coins.
Legends say, about a millenium ago, these
COinS were granted to those of nobility, valor,
scholars, and those of well hearted by angels.
The men who are hunting after me and soon I
believe you as well are after your coin. They
are known as the Kiasyd or the Guilds of
Thieves, they will stop at nothing to prevent the
forth coming of destiny's future. And I am of
the Assantes, the Guilds of Assassins who are
sworn to protect those who. possess the
Enochian Coins. For it is said in our legends,
that those who are bestowed
-,
with these coins are destined for ~i·./.,::::., ..,·:::~M:·. ::- , y' ••.00 .' .' ':ff:~:.~?' e .' ..» ,., ,.
greatness and self-sacrifice... ,~::~~': <:::.:., ./".: ../<..":§ /' /*-"7)};A'f . il>~~ .',
Ming: .Well I did skip eating :.:i~~<·· ": .':.r· ~.~ :;<":~:~;!.~, .'~ .:.:}~.x::;.-. .
that moist fudge chocolate ~:: x •• ~i~I<: «. '.. ~~, 4-¥i2:...~ i ..* r«, ' ":,'
b . c. I h od ,~.. ,., ,. .0<:' "S',r".rowme lor unc t ay... .' .' ;:":.,: :/" . .,' ,.~. /' A'-... ,. ..~ ..... f
The crackle of gunpowder ~r-:::' ._ ',' ~f :h::::. :\ .
destroys the silence ofth~ night. . I'~<:::'<~: .
As bullets shatter the windows . ~
Iike crystal rain. An enormous ~;;.-".:' ~ ..,..y~ ,..
mechanical bird of prey hovers '
over the cabin like a vicious
vulture.
Prometheus: Kavalier! We just
want the girl with the coin! We
will spare your life if you...
But before he could finish, a
is a wanted vigilante. Do you know that?
Nurse Yu: Remember your oath doctor and
I'll remember mine...Scans show that he has a
rare blood type; zero negative. We've replaced
the IV's with blood packs from storage.
Doctor: Amazing! EKG and internal technoic
scans show that he's actually metabolizing the
blood sample! And his reading are starting to
stable out as well.
SECOND CHANCES
PART 1 OF A SERIES
A TALE OF VIOLENCE AND REDEMPTION
Jeriko: This is Jeriko. Prey has been found
and assessed. Waiting for further orders about
term ination procedures...
As Patient X slowly awakes from his mild
coma, he is greeted by an angelic smile, gentle
fluttering butterfly eyes, and a familiar flowery
scent which could cloud any man's mind.
Nurse Yu: *Smiling* I'm so glad that you
have awaken. Please don't try to stand you
need your rest. Your wounds were quite
severe.
Patient X: Am I dead nurse? Or are going to
whip me or something? Because these
4-
restramts don't feel too heavenly.
Nurse Yu: I'm really sorry about those
restraints, but the FBI, CIA and Secret Service
said that they needed to keep you here for fur-
ther questioning. By the way what is your
name?
Patient X: My name is...I am known as
Kavalier...
Nurse Yu: I'm Nurse Ming Yu. I read the
police reports and hear about you on the news
alot. I always thought you were some .Iunatic
running around Manhattan or just trying to save
the world. Your not as demonic as the media
portrays you Kavalier. But what interests me is
are you a vampire of some sort? .
Kavalier: Please don't take this too offen-
sively Miss Yu, but I'm a very dangerous man
and w ith a huge bounty upon my head. And as
soon as I fully rccovC{ in three hours. I will be
leaving these restraints that I've just picked out
of and ...
Before he could finish his sentence. he
notices a strange but familiar coin around her
neck. Then a strange metallic knock raps upon
the door. I n an instant, Kav al ier recognizes the
sound of death, his restraints fall to the ground
as he quickly pushes Ming out of the path of
the doorw a) as a shotgun rips it apart.
«: BLA\1!> <CLlK~><BLAM!>
Ming: EEEEEEEEE~ \Vho the f***?~ This is
a damn hospital' Where are the guards posted
outside?
Kavalier: Dead! Now would you get down! '!
Do yOU have a vehicle of transportation?
"ling: Yes. I have a car! Its down in the sub-
basement of the hospital. How do we get down
there in...
But before she could sa) another word,
Kavalicr just grabs her, and they both-jump out
of the \\ indow. <CRASH!> As thev both fall
out from the 5Dth floor, Kavalier screams in
agony as leathery wings rip open from his
back. In a complete state of anguish and
exhaustion. he- safely lands themselves upon
the street. As his blood) \\ ings slow I) immerse
themselves back into his back. Ming helps him
to the sub-basement.
Ming: Come on! My car's only a few feet
away!
As she helped the staggering Kavalier into her
car, she notices the people trying to kill them
have wings just like Kavalier. As her ZX3
Porsche zooms out of the drive and into the
highway, the killers also have their own fast
car.
Ming: Give it some more gas! There catching
up! Watch out for that old lady! And don't
'scratch the paint, this is my boyfriend's car!
Kavalier .I'rn driving as fast as I can! But
there's no way we can shake them. I know
these people. They won't stop until they get
what they want. --From the side view mirror, one of the man
pulls out a air to ground missile launcher and
fires...(S WOOOOOOSH!)
Kavalier: Hold on tight! This is going to hurt!
As he side swipes the car in a 180 degree
motion, the missile gently passes along the pas-
senger's side and rips the door off.
Ming: Oh my god! David's going to kin me!
That's it! No m"ore Miss Nice Nurse!!!




Knuckles upon a cold steel caged door. No
password, just greeted by a 9 mil. An exchange
of some dead presidents = instant entry. Enter
The Blue Ice Club: a den full of the worst crim-
inals in the world, plus the richest elite of cor-
,. porate business men come here to gamble,
dine, and pleasure themselves with the sins of
society.
As the stench of expensive Cuban havanas
loom across my Armani trench. A tint reflec-
tion of Lyhak scratches across my shades like a
eat's-claws across a blackboard. With a pair of
augmented women under both his arms, he is
the prime example of scum upon this already
god-forsaken planet.
Lyhak: Hey you mook! Wha the hell youse
looking at? You got blue balls or something
you punk?! Quit staring at me and my mer-
chandise or the boys here give you some free
plastic surgery. Hey! Wha's wit the mask any-
ways? Huh? This ain't no s/m club!
Kavalier: (insanely grinning) You know what a
chalk-line looks like? Here, let me show you...
<CLlK!>
As Lyhak 's men draw their 9 mils out,
Kavalier responds silently with a click upon his
chatte case and a barrage of bullets riddle
Lyhak and his men into shredded flesh. But
someone from the audience recognized who
Kavalier was and the $100 million dollar boun-
ty that went with his head. Soon the club
becomes an all out battlefield.
Kavalier returns fire in earnest. For every
bullet he fired, they found their mark upon the
foreheads of the wicked. But soon, running out
of clips and ammo, fatigue also started to kick
in. But he kept on going, necks snapped,
throats slashed, flying limbs and organs provid-
ed a new. facade for the wal Is, gray matter dec-
orated the ceilings, and all this service with a
smile. But just as he was about to depart, he
activated the Cleansing Sequence upon his
chatte casco From behind the bar, one of the
dancers pulled out a bazooka!
Kavalier flings the case forward while at the
same time he fires a single bullet towards the
direction of the case ...
<BOOOO()OOO()()OOOOOOO()OOOOOO
0000001\.1! ~!>
"The cold dark rain pounds upon m) head
like a thousand anvils. How manv times have
the Fates torn 01) strings apart? Why does
Hades 10\ e stitching them back together? Born
a loner, die alone with no one to flow er ) our
casket. Then all of the darkness from \\ ithin
swallows m) soul into another abyss...
Only to be awakened by a flowery fragrance
and the sight of a beautiful angel. .." -Kavalier
Nurse Yu: Don't worry, )- our in a hospital,
your going to make It. Doctor, this is classifi-
cation Patient X. Police reports sa) that he sin-
gle handedly took -out one of the most danger-
ous crime syndicates in NYC.
Doctor: Let's see. Asian male, mid-twenties,
rare blood t) pe of zero negativ e. and no prev i-
ous record of existence?' Multiple gun shot
\\ ounds In the central cav It\ of the mid-section
and chest, fractured fib cage due to an exten-
Sl\ c beating he must hav e taken, sev ere deep
2nd degree cuts upon the forearms and shoul-
ders, probably from an explosion. Chances of
survival: 10%. Nurse Yu, prepare the meat
locker and his death certificate when he goes
under the knife.
Nurse Yu: Doctor, the emergency room is
prepped for complete bio-ops,
Doctor: Damn it! How can anyone expect me
to operate if he still has his damn mask on?!
Damn it! I'll take the bloody thing off!
Nurse Yu: Stop it doctor! Stop it! He's going
into cardiac arrest! Flatline in nine seconds!
Doctor: Incredible! I've never seen anything
like this in.my entire profession!
Nurse Yu: Catronic scans show that he's lit-
erally attached to that mask. It's like some
symbiosis linking between him and the mask.
The mask is keeping him alive doctor, any
attempt to remove it will kill him. He's also
having severe allergic reaction to the IV. He's
on my shift doctor, and no one dies on my shift
not without cause.
Doctor: (silence) Very well Nurse Yu, your
eputation truly pr-oceeds you in. this hospital..













ing me to take CIS 1000, even though I have
worked as a computer database reconciliator in
the past. Saving a file to disk is a skill that one
can never perfectly master. And what's the
deal with that waiver exam? I've met 10 peo-
ple who have failed by only one point. Of
course the ambiguous questions could have
something to do with that. but the S135 that
goes to the bursar for the one credit class seems
like a better answer. The icing on the cake is
the fact that after I got an A in the class. my
transcript still says "Failed CIS 1000 waiver
exam."
Tune in next week for more gripes. Feel. free
to send me yours at randomspewage@hot-
mail.com ... it's very theraputic.
pass the class I paid for in full without help,
then why do I only have four absences to work
with.
" .... .,.
Some classes, I love going to, but others just
don't know how to teach, and I can learn more
from the thousand dollar text book I bought
than from a guy who is actually teaching word
from word from the book.
And why do I have to deal with 4 absences
as a failure and two latenesses counting as one
absence, but the professors can come as late as
they want and cancel class at a whim? Maybe
that professor who took my information down
at the beginning of the year should notify me
when he or she is canceling class so that I
don't have to pay three dollars and two hours
of my time to show up for no reason. I expect
'my three dollar check in the mail from every
professor who did that to me so that I can pay
my graduate school classes up.
See, professors do not have to show up late.
They have no reason to. Did they pay $1,675
dollars to teach here? No. They are getting
paid to be on time and always present, not me.
We will soon be getting our teacher evalua-
tion forms, and we should actually take time to .
fill those out. For every two times a professor
was late, count it as one canceled class. If a
teacher was late eight times, well they failed,
then didn't they. So, no matter what, they get
a poor grade on everything. This will put a
smile on your face, because it will feel good to
have this kind of power, usually reserved for
professors.
Well, I promised that I wouldn't go into
detail about the elevators in this school,
because that has been exhausted to death, but
since I have just finished this whoJearticle
while waiting for an elevator, it is fitting to
end the article with it. Thisfrw iII be my fourth
elevator related lateness. My cozy lifestyle
having (compared to my lifestyle) professor
will tell me I should get to school earlier to get
the elevator on time. To that professor, I must
say that you should try having my life, work-
ing the jobs I have to work to make ends meet





Congratulations. If you are actually reading
this article, you actually give a hoot about
Baruch and what's going on around' here. You
may be an administrator or a professor, using
the Ticker as a window into the lives of your
students. You will read about the big events
that effect students.
But the real determinants of the college expe-
rience are the little things that come along day
to day. Thus, I introduce to you my column,
"Random Spewage". Like Seinfeld, it is a col-
umn that has no particular topic, yet covers
everything in college life.
It will also allow me to take up valuable
space, much like I did in Economics 1002.
Why I had to take this class to major in
Corporate' Communications I have no idea.
What I really learned was that I was right in the
first place for fearing supply and demand
curves. Thank you Baruch for reinforcing my
decision not to become an Economist.





The Light Of The World...
...or at least Baruch
I've gone to Baruch for five years and as
much fun as I've had, I can't stand this school
at times. Since I am graduating, I have decid-
ed to speak my mind and help the younger
generation of Baruch College students see the
light and argue for what's right.
Now, I love Baruch, but like the slow ass ele-
vators, this school has its ups and downs.
Some may argue that I am being ignorant, but
things need to be said, and I will be the one to
say it.
First off, how many interim presidents are
we going to have? Are they interim interim
presidents? What do we call them? Is it
wrong to actually get a real president that can
possibly do something with this school and not
continue to steady the course.
Why the hell do I have to take a health
course in CPR to finish my Journalism major?
Why' don't they accept my health course in
nutrition? I think that nutrition is a more
important class to take. Maybe if people had
better diets, there would be less hearts stop-
ping and less need for CPR. My counselor
says that an appeal I will have to take time out
to fill out will most likely be accepted. Well,
if that's the case, why the hell don't they just
accept it to begin with. Losers!
Speaking of stupid classes I am forced to
take, why the hell do I have to sit in an ele-
mentary Italian class with a kid who knows
how to speak Italian so much that he actually
puts his head down as if he is going to fall
asleep from boredom. Why should this kid be
allowed to take such an easy course while I
struggle. I f language is required, as is English
and Math, then what the hell ever happened to
placement tests that even high schools give in
language, and that Baruch offers in Math and
English. Wouldn't that make things a little
fairer?
This is probably a stupid comment, but if I
pay for school in full without financial aid or
loans, then why do I have to go toc1ass every
day or risk being dropped? Since I am not
being paid and doing the paying, then if I can
:::::::7::::: '.;.;.;.: ;;.
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volatile regions in the worldinto a. headlock. .
He would be on his best demagogic mode and
denounce not just her but the entire region. I
guarantee you that within weeks or maybe
even hours, bombs would be going off and
American lives as well as Israeli would be lost.
I as a member of the armed services would
have to put my life on the line for someone
who does not deserve our protection. I have
said it before, politics may be self serving in
many ways but when it comes to preserving,
protecting and preventing the loss of human
life, politicians must do everything within their
power to. do so.
There is another angle to the story that. isn't
being reported. The Daily News reported that
the person who broke the story had an ulterior
motive in sensationalizing the story. It seems
the reporter David Bar-IIIan was the official
spoke person .for Benjamin Netanyahu.
Remember him, the former prime minister of
Israel, the one who Clinton got deposed so
Ehud Barak could win the election. It seems
that Mr. IIIan has a grudge and has no qualms
about using the press to settle them.
With that in mind readers, I end this section
with the often repeated saying, "Don't believe
everything you read."
The stuff for this week: I happen to have gym
class pretty early on in the day on Mondays. It
seems that just maybe there are a few individ-
uals who keep forgetting to put on some
deodorant. Now this is a gym class and people
do sweat and perspire, but that is no reason
why their smell has to be stronger than anyone
else's. I am not writing' this article to demean
or make fun of anyone, but I am doing this to
let the public know that ifyou have gym or are .
planning to go the gym, please put on some
deodorant.
Don't forget to leave a comment on this or
any future article email me at markherootick-
er@botmaiLcom
their worship of other than God.
.The Tawheed of Worship means that the
believer holds the firm conviction that Allah is
. the True God and that there is no God but Him,
, -and that he directs his worship only to Him.
Worship means obedience, subservience and
submission. God sent the prophets and
revealed His Books to call people to worship
Him alone as their only Lord.
The Tawheed of Names and Attributes means
the firm-conviction that Allah, is characterized
by all the attributes of perfection, and is above
all defects and deficiencies. He alone is distin-
guished from the rest of creation by these char-
acteristics. The basis of this Tawheed is based
upon three foundations. First, placing Allah
above any likeness to human beings, and
beyond any imperfections. Second, belief in
the names and attributes of God without
detracting from them, expanding upon them,
altering or nullifying them. Third, abandoning
to ascertain the form of those attributes.
In conclusion, He who createdmankind is the
One who watches over'thfm, who understands
their -finest mysteries and is well acquainted
with all that they do. We must hold the firm
conviction. that Allah (God) is the True God
and that there is no God but Him. He alone
deserves to be worshipped by complete love
with complete subm ission.




The six bases of faith in Islam are the princi-
ples and foundations that were sent with the
messengers and for which the scriptures were
revealed. For Muslims, faith is incomplete
without believing in all six, and denial of any
is disbelief. The six foundations of faith are:
Belief in God, His Angels, His Books, His
Messengers, TheLast Day, and Divine
Preordainment good or bad. However, this arti-
cle will proceed to discuss the first principle of
faith in Islam, which is to believe in Allah
(God).
Faith in God inc.rrporates Tawheed in three
areas: His Lordship, His worship, His names
and Attributes. Tawheed in this context is the
conviction that Allah alone holds the qualities
of Lord, God, and the attributes of perfection
and the names of Glory. Allah's Lordship over
His creation means that He alone is their
Creator, Master, and Regulator
of their affairs. This Tawheed means testifying
that God is the absolute executor of actions in
the universe and all acts of worship should be
directed solely to Him who alone possesses the
power to create and command. From the
Muslim perspective, infidelity comes from
The Concept of Tawheed in .Islam
Presented by the Muslim
'Students Assuciatlon
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When it smells, it smells. Last week you
would think, by the furor created by the New
York Post and Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, that
Hillary Clinton had either killed the Middle
East peace process or started a new war
between the Palestinians and the Israelis.
The truth of the matter is that the only reason
the story even got so much attention was
because everyone was just waiting for an
opportunity no matter how small to tum into
someth ing it wasn't.
The way the story came out, made it seem
that Hillary Clinton, an undeclared Senate can-
didate, was literally hand in hand spewing
inflammatory rhetoric at Israel. Last week
Suha Arafat, the wife of Yasser Arafat, took an .
opportunity to spew traditional Palestinian
rhetoric saying that Israel had used poison gas
to poison Israeli children. Hillary Clinton, who
was at an event as First Lady, was doing her
best to represent the United States, where we
aren't viewed in the best of light.
Unfortunately she had to sit through the unex-
pected' attack on Israel by Mrs. Arafat. The
First Lady gave a speech immediately after
Mrs. Arafat finished hers. Upon going up to
the stage she gave Mrs. Arafat a hug and a kiss.
Clinton's detractors, mainly Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani, decided to make an international inci-
dent out of the issue. Giuliani said that Mrs.
Clinton should not have hugged the First Lady
of Palestine.' Keep in mind that Mrs. Clinton
does not speak any form of Arabic so she
would not have known exactly what was said.
Protocol is very important when it comes to
international 'politics. Wars have been started
over lesser incidents and it is a tribute to the
First Lady that she did not let petty politics get
in the way of peace. Imagine, if you will, that
the Mayor was elected and as a representative
of the United States visited the region.
Imagine that an incident similar to the one last
week took place. I can see the Mayor in true
dictator mode striding up to the podium and
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"Nothing in life is to be/eared,
only understood.
Many phrases have been as simply stated but not so easily adhered to. If
what society perceives as the most complicated ofproblems .could be dealt
with in as lucid terms - the world would be filled with many great sleek-head-
ed philosophers that only desire to be left alone to ponder the greater mean-
ing oftheir belly-buttons.
Take a good look around while strolling down Park Avenue South or
Le.xington ..Avenue or any street in your neighborhood. Not everyone has a nice
home to come home to, or always know that there will be food on the table -
some people really do have nothing. The people 'who do pay attention and try
to do something should be given more respect.
Instead, there is an overabundance of power-hungry fools who sincere-
ly believe that they are destined to rule the world and anyone who disagrees
must be plotting to overthrow them or clearly out oftheir mind. Why else does
the world seem to be filled with so much strife? Our history is rife with wars.
Pokemon and the turning of the millenium are more pressing arid bear more
importance in the minds ofthe.masses than feeding the hungry or finding shel-
ter for the homeless.
"Nothing in life is to be feared, only understood:.. "
".,'.- ••• ' ~ ""'-' -.. , .•• ,~ -- _"' -.~_., ~ ''"'C''o ~ ' • -.----'-------44-.~.
- Marie Curie
It is unfortunate that we only remember them and the people they help
around the holidays, but alwaysforget and choose to ignore them when it is not
in the spirit of the season. It s not like people can be poor, hungry, or home-
less during any other season, It snot our problem until it happen to us, right?
Think about that while you celebrate Thanksgiving next week with your loved
ones - not everyone has something to be thankful for - so be grateful for
whatever little that you do have.
We tell ourselves that it is not our problem and think only ofourselves,
but live have yet tofind any solution to our own miniscule troubles. There is no
need to cross the seas to observe the problems ofa foreign government first-
hand, when there is much that cries for our attention right here on our own
front porch.
.' .
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With loans approved and no space to open her
business, Setsuko found an inexpensive rental '
not far from her apartment. The place looked
nice, she said, and it had potential. "The rent
was very good," she added.'
The cafe's proximity to Baruch College, her
home and the hotel, made her realize that she
had found the right location.
Setsuko called the cafe Loon Loon. which in
Japanese means. "I'm on cloud nine."
"It's a happy word:' 'said Setsuko. "I like
"To some, this place is
like an oasis. "
loony things too. It's fun and rhymes with bal-
loon and saloon." she beams.
Unlike other local cafes and bars. Cafe Loon
Loon is geared towards students, tourist and
local residents. It features a menu of affordable
foods like sandwiches, soups. muffins. and
coffee.
The cafe is.not turning aprofit but Setsukois
optimistic about -the future ofher business. She
. feels business will improve once the academic
complex is complete. She is looking to hire
some help to ease some of the workload she has
been bearing, so she can focus more on the
business side of her operation.
Cafe Loon Loon is charming and warm. filled
with a small collection of paintings ternporari-
lyon loan from an art .student and former
employee. "To some, this place is like an
oasis:' said Setsuko, smiling with pride.
tools to effectively organize their lives.
The company is also teaming up with the
Internet's leading e-commerce providers to
ensure members can plan any special occasion
from a single online destination. "People can-
not only plan and organize their events online,
but also purchase everything they need to make
the event truly special," said Sal Perisano, chief
executive officer of iparty.
"I rely on Anyday.com to
keep me organized and in
sync with my team"
management team with over 40 years experi-
ence in the calendaring and contact manage-
ment industry.
The online time management service is free
and available at http://www.anyday.com.
Anyday's RSVP can be accessed from the tool
bar of their member's personal calendars and
provides links to other useful web sites.
According to Watts, president and chief exec-
utive officer of Anyday.com, the company is
committed to providing Internet users with the
tunate having a friend to keep her company,
and was better able to cope with her new envi-
ronment. "That made it much easier," she said.
Despite her general comfort, 'Setsuko "was
not thinking of staying here forever, just a little
while." She fell in love and married shortly
afterwards. Setsuko said that she wanted to
travel the world and explore different cities
before settling in one place. but that was before
she 'met her husband.
The marriage quickly went sour, and after.
seven years the couple divorced, leaving
Setsuko to raise their child alone. "It has
changed me a lot:' she said. referring to her
marriage and divorce.
She went back to Japan to visit her dying
mother: and stayed for a couple of months.
Returning. Setsuko applied for a job in a bank.
although she had no previous experience. She
was doubtful about her chances, but a friend
encouraged her to try so that she would get the
benefits her son needed.
Her fluency in Japanese and English made her
easily selected for the position, which surprised
her. That job lasted eight years until the bank
closed.
Setsuko recognized that it was time for a
change. "Maybe it was time to do something
else," she said.
She decided to open a business but realized
she could not do it alone, and decided to search
for a potential business partner. Her brother
.emerged as that partner and they decided to
start a sushi takeout shop.
Together they applied for loans and started
scouting for the ideal location. While their loan
applications were being processed, Setsuko
discovered that she and her brother had differ-
ent tastes. They found it difficult to agree on
anything. The team decided to dissolve their
partnership and pursue separate ventures.
Cafe Serves as a Sanctuary
In Baruch's Own Backyard
The Internet provides numerous sites offering
advise on stress management. Anyday.com
rises above giving advise and offers an online
planning system, the perfect solution for the
stressed out and unorganized.
Anyday.com (http://www.anyday.com) is a
free online day planning system. The company
is launching a new RSVP service that will sim-
plify the coordination of schedules, meetings,
study groups, end-of- semester celebrations
and send personalized emails.
The integrated message board will allow
users to see who accepted an invitation, and
who can not make it, as well as communicate
with invitees on topics ranging from a meeting
agenda to who is bringing the champagne.
"I rely on Anyday.com to keep me organized,
on time and in sync with my team," said Peter
Delgrosso, director of corporate communica-
tions for Sirnpli.corn, Inc. in a CPWire inter-
view.
Founded in 1998 by Steve Watts and Dennis
Kelly, Anyday.corn, Inc. is the creator of the
Internet's premier time management solution.
Backed by venture capital firms, SoftBank
Technology Ventures and Carlyle Venture
Partners, Anyday.com has an accomplished
(CPWIRE) -November I5, 1999




Walking past the tiers of construction at the
site of Baruch's new academic complex.. the
average Baruch student might miss Cafe Loon
Loon. a sanctuary from the hectic, fast-paced
world of traffic and a bustling student popula-
tion.
Opened in December of 1997 on the last days
of finals at Baruch College. Cafe Loon Loon
had a rough start. "It was very bad, a terrible
time:' said owner Setsuko Nakamura.
The cafe is located at 162 E 25 Street, across
the street is the Baruch College library. Most of
the cafe's customers are Baruch students. usu-
ally streaming in from the library. and· visitors
from the hotel. said Setsuko. She also added
that tourists often stop by for a meal before
heading out for a day of sightseeing.
Setsuko admits that managing the cafe alone
has sometimes been difficult. In fact, she never
even considered entrepreneurship. "1 am not a
business person," said *Setsuko.
But Setsuko says that she ,enjoys running the
cafe, despite her hectic schedule. The end of
most days finds her very weary and rushing to
make preparations for the next, but she contin-
. ues, she says, because she enjoys meeting new
people.
Setsuko has not always enjoyed the satisfac-
tion of working for herself. She has come a
long way from working in an insurance compa-
ny in her native Osaka., Japan. On more than
one occasion she told herself, "I'm going some-
where," but never had the courage to act until
she made friends with a woman who shared her
dream to travel.
The pair made their way to New York. The
duo stayed with the niece of an acquaintance
until they found an apartment. Setsuko felt for-
The Chinese and US government have signed
a trade agreement that will
openChina'seconomy to the world market.
The agreement ends 13 years ofon-and-off... ~
again negotiations to make China a partner in
the World Trade Organizationr ,
, If.Congr,e.s.sappr.oy~.tlle .de~ll.8~mng.w.U1.
reduce tariffs on some' industeial andagricul-.
tural:proQuets.· :
China and US Signs Trade Deal
- Lower Senator, Damian Benjamin has been.
taking careful measures to report all windows
that are still unbolted to the President's office
making sure all windows on campus are
bolted and no more incidents like the past
occur. Benjamin has also looked into issues
with the Athletic Department.
- The Academic Affairs Committee is looking
into setting up a Book Exhange systern eaJly
next semester for students to be able to buy
and sell amongst themselves, their textbooks
at convenient prices.
- VP of the Club Constituton Sub-Committee,
Novia Gayle, also a HelpLiner, spoke on
behalf of U.S.G, at the last General Faculty
Meeting and addressed the faculty
concerning the past 'two suicides Baruch has
sufferred. She spoke to them about having
more review classes and making the
classroom environment more friendly to
students.
- U.S.G is taking action in making sure the
facilities, throughout campus improve.
They have had numerous complaints about
poor sariitation , no soap in bathrooms and
broken doors throughout the campus.
- u.S. G has been taking an active role as a
proactive student government. University
Student Seriate Re nresentative Edward Ellis. ,
keeps U.S.G informed of CUNY wide issues
and U. S. G has taken measures to have
Baruch College Representation at all CUNY
events. U.S.G has developed a close.
relationship with all other CUNY student
governments and working together, the
CUNY Action Network has been'making an
impact.
- U.S.G has taken an active role in voter
registration this year. They registered a
"large number of Baruch students this
semester.
**Bring a can of food or a small





THANKSGIVING vVITH US ....
DON'T MISS OUT!!.,
A FREE BUFFET FROM ALL
OVER THE WORLD!
I
ji -U.S.G provides FREE LAWYER'SERVICES
I to any Baruch student that signs up. To sign
I up contact Student Life at (212) 802-6770.
I
II
II - U.S.G has been working closely with the
II Student Pa r e n t Asso;iation and the
Children on Campus Policy Committee in
redrafting a new policy to alleviate the
burdens that student parents face when they
bring their children to campus when
ernergericies occur.
- A Student Activity Fee Committeee has
been created and will soon meet. Due to
the merging of the Day and Evening
governments, the student activity fees,
students pay will have to change. This
committee, with representatives from
student government, clubs, media, athletics
and child care, will soon be drafting new
figures and hopefully reaching a concensus
in time for studen ts to vote on this issue
during the Spring semester.
- VP of Evening and Part Time Student
Affairs, Sunil Madray, has been meeting and
setting up appointments with Directors of
offices such as the Bursars, International
Student Services Center, Registrar, etc
and has been proposing ideas of extending
hours to better accomodate evening and PT
students.
- U.S.G President, Sara Garibaldi, holds the
undergraduate student position on the
Presidential Search Committee. As the
student representative, she will be making
sure the search runs efficiently and
students interests are looked at when
making this important decision of hiring a
new President for Baruch, that affects us
all.
A Look At The ·U.S.G Council. ..
Executive:
President: Sara Garibaldi. .




Campus Affairs: Oneal Stewart
Legislative Affairs: Juan Garibaldi
Academic Affairs: Tadeo Silva
Eve. & PT Student Affairs: Sunil Madrav
~
Senators:
Chair of Campus Affairs Committee: Rohan james
Chair of Finance Committee: Stacy Hosein
Chair of Appeals Committee: Paula Pescaru







UniverityStudent Senate Representative: Edward Ellis
U.S.G is located in Suite 1531 / 360 P.A.S.
Contact U.S.G by telephone at (212) 80-2-6790 U.S.G
or e-mail us at MULTICULTURAL
Undergraduate_'Student_Govt@hotmail.com.DINNERn·
What's been going on in U.S.G?
DURING THE WEEK OF FINALS!!! (DEC. 13-19)
Study at a comfortable environment this semester
for as long as you need to!!
.STUDENTS: ........TA-K-E ADVANTAGE OF THIS GREAT ~O~PP~O~R~TIIIIIIIII!"'U~N""""'ITY~II""'!l1
- U.S.G has become a member of the CUNY
Action Network (C.A.N). Joining other
CUNY schools around New York, U.S.G,
arranged by the Exec. VP, Braulio Mediria ,
has taken an active role in lobbying against
remediation and speaking up against the
Chair of the Bd. of Trustees, Herman Badillo.
- U.S.G is filling up student representatives
positions on school wide committees on
campus to make sure students are fully
represented in all areas that affect them.
-
All FLOORS OF THE BARUCH COLLEGE LIBRARY
OPEN 24 HOURS
- U.S.G is keeping up to date in the process
of the Health Care Center and is making
all actions necessary to make sure this
will take place in the near fu ture. Any
questions on the latest, contact Sara
Garibaldi at (212)802-6792.
- After strong efforts from U .S.G President,
Garibaldi, in speaking with Chief Librarian,
Arthur Downing and VP Dan Creange. the
library will remain open 24 hours during
the week of finals and the week prior to
finals. However, during the week of Dec. 13-
19, all floors will be. open to better





























IIFree Cd of cool indie music when yo~ register









Referrals to Outside Agencies'
Monday-Friday 9am-6pm
Room 1548 360, PAS
(212) 802-6795
$25 + Per Hour
Dired Sales reps needed NOWI
Market credit card oppl. Person-to-person Commissions avg. $250-500/wk.
1-800-651-2832 .
Il.--__~__~I
The Ticker and Walt Disney pidures invite you to a special screen-
ing on Thursday Noveinber 18th- af7:00P-M. Stop by 360 PAS Rm 1S~2 t~
.receive (2" complimentary pass to the screening. Name two characters In tlus
movie and you can receive a prize. Hurryl supplies are limited.
• l




























15-25 hrs./week, sunny downtown location
~
flexible hrs available inc Sots.
consumer/retailing/fashion trds; data base; focus groups;
copy writing, analysis skills needed.
resume to tactica@aol.com-or FAX 212 96.4 -008.4
PT ACCOUNTING/8KKEEPING ASSISTANT
15-25 hrs./week.· sunny downtown location
flexible hrs available INC sets.
check paymt; invoicing; quicken; .
records; administrative.
seek motivated; excel; quicken; msoffice
resume to tadica@aol.com or fax 212-96.4-0084
..,
Be popular, rich, the big man or woman on campus while
getting your new friends into the coolest nightclubs for
1/2 price: To let the good times begin, inquire with
Justine at 21 2-591-0121 about your new career as a
nightclub promoter.
Shyness GraD'S forming I Short-Term Focused
.. . ·····lmrove-conversatlon·SRt1lS:-·.·---------.. .p_. . . '--- -- -- ...
Feel more comfortable in Social Situations.
Public Speaking & Interview Preparation.
Private Coaching also available.
Can: Dr. Diane Britton
212·807-8080
~ I
Bilingual Hispanic, Chinese, Korean, Russian, Indian,
Vietnamese & Polish speaking sales associates wanted for
dynamic marketing company in Midtown Manhattan near
Macy's.
All shifts available. Room for growth. Great environment.
Salary plus commission. Previous. experience ~elpful. .
Call 212-563-8602 for interview. Ask for Mayer"n Jaramillo,
ext.·248.










• It's totally free!
• Totally private!
• Create your own eCircle
at www.eCircles.com!




• Visit eCircles Nov.1 through
DeC~·andyou can win one of
-:··::::·~:Of·digitat:eametasm
.. .eCircJ~The fun go. round
net I .~._..."a ro...."'..
• You invite in whomever you want!
• You can share photos and music!
• Plan events!
• Have onli.ne discussions!
"HOW COULD YOU SPEND THAT
MUCH EATING?" l\1r. Sayson screamed
after switching over to voicechat to get
his point across, "YOU MUST WEIGH
TEN1DNS!"
"Everyone complains about the food
here, n Michelle replied. "So I took the
dorm to Le Lapin Rouge for dinner.
Every night, actually. I was just trying
to make a good impression. I wanted
people to like me. Since you don't n
"My baby darling's going to be
breaking rocks in some jail in Texas.
My little angel who used to tug at my
dress and say-"
"KATHY, WILL YOU LEAVE US TIIE
HELL AWNE?" Mr. Sayson yelled.
"Michelle, we're not giving you a cent.
You want-to study your stupid literature?
Write a book about thisto pay off your
debt, like HOUJ I Maxed Out 23 Credit
Cards or Diary ofa Moron." .




me to it," Michelle said. "That'd be·
a bestseller."
"My poor, penniless, doomed
pumpkin-" wept Mrs. Sayson
"KATIIY,DONi MAKE ME lJNPWG .
YOU," Mr Sayson bellowed. "AS FOR
YOU, l\flCHELLE, CONSIDER YOUR-
SELF DISOWNED."
"I'm going to start my book right
now," Michelle said, before signing off
Mr. Sayson left their eCircle a





On an eCircle she shares with her
sprawling family back in Ohio, Michelle
Sayson, a first-year student at
Tecumseh State in South Carolina,
broke the news of her most recent
financial debacle.
"Then I found out the tulips were
supposed to be 5.5 inches in the ground
instead of six," Michelle's father
was writing.
"Gotta be six for those," Michelle's
uncle replied.
"Mom, Dad I maxed out 23 credit
cards," Michelle broke in.
"That's not funny, dear" Michelle's
mother replied. "Especially considering
your past behavior."
"Maybe not," Michelle responded.
"But.jt's true."
"Folks, I think I haVe some errands to
run," her uncle said before signing 'off
"How ON EARTH did you manage
that?" Mr. Sayson yelled through his
computer.
"I don't know. The card companies
kept sending them, and they kept work-
ing," Michelle said. "I figured after a
while they would just recharge them-
selves or something if I didn't use them
for a while. Then this guy from a collec- .
tion place called saying I owe $~,233."
"Oh my gosh." Mrs. Sayson typed.
"Oh my gosh ohmygoshohmygoshohmy-
gosho~nbfeuthbjuijdelprdghghb-..
"Honey, WILL YOlT CALM DOWN?
Our little spendthrift just has some
returning to do."
"Do restaurants give refunds?" .
Michelle asked.
('until/llcd Oil Page G8
Student Maxes Out 23
Credit Cards-New Record
In an eCircle called "How Did this
All Happen'?". newly-made Internet
bil lionaires meet each week on
wwweCircles.com to share their
amazing stories of fortune come fast
and furious. This week. it was
Clarence MrClements tum to share
his incredible tale. while the other
members watched their screens empa-
theticallv, Clarence narrated the storv. .
to his scribe from his Mediterranean
island-country, C larencia, located
about 120 miles off the southern coast
of Malta:
"Started collecting my toenail clip-
pings when I was about five or so. I've
gathered them ever since, till one day
my daughter comes into my trdiler.
all onwry 'cause she's expecting for
the millionth tinH', and catches me
clipping o\'er my clipping bag, and
starts s(Tf>aming, ('larenc(', you sick
( I WOll't tell what word she used), no
wonder no woman'll have you, wit h
:v'our disgusting ways, you gpt rid of
those or I will. Now I don't want to
W~L~tp ():) years of lwalthy naiI-gn)\\1h,
TICKER BUSINESS NOVEMBER 17, 1999
all kinds of nutty stuff in it," said Cl
second source requesting anonymi-
ty. "We used the music sharing fea-
ture to share MP3s of great lfanjo
pieces. We posted photos of chim-
panzees dressed up in human out-
fits. We chatted about great cous-
cous recipes. We even let him
know about the free digital ~anlera
giveaway." With the bait in place,
the operatives then invited Hussein
into the CIA eCircle. Tempted to
join the wacky hijinx, Saddam
allegedly summoned his advisors
and asked their opinion of his plans
to accept the eCircle invitation.
When all recommended against it.
he had them killed. Within minutes.
he had joined the eCircle from his
computer in a chinchilla-walled
underground bunker. Shortly there-
after, the ('L\ sprung its trap.
..\Vp let him han> his fun for
awhile, then we tossed his "L'-;S out!"
said yet another SOlllTP requesting
anonymity. "Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
ha ha ~ Ha ha ha ha ha ha haha ha
ha ha ha!"
In Washington. the hope is that
the Cl\ ploy will causp Hussein to
re-alize that no OIl(' likes him. and
that he will in turn step down from
his post and spt'-k therapy.
"Well have- that country embrac-
ing derucx-racy in no time." said a
source who asked to be named,
hut won't 1)(>. "And by golly, it'll be
the best thing that ever happened
to those people. .Iust like Russia."
OIl tlw study ('C'irc}P tlwy all share.
.. I ran a lllllllher-ll-just for tht>
hn'k of it." PaIlwla typ'pd to her
fripnds at i:()() a.lll .. "and ~O minutes
latpr PdpI' .Jacobs. tlw lacrosse
captain whose takp-holllP pxanlS to
Intro Algebra I compktpd-and who
disn>gardpd Ill,V in\'it<ltiollS to join
IllP for a mil kshake in n·'t unl-
slld<!pnl.\· appe<u'e<! in tlw door tot IH'
Who's Doing What-and Why-at www.eCircles.com: Your Own Meeting Place in Cyberspace
Spook eCirclers invite in,
then kick out Iraqi leader.
Unable to dispose -of Saddarn
Hussein by military or political
means, the CIA has allegedly opted
to attack the dictator's self-worth.
According to sources requesting
anonymity, government spooks
recently -started an eCircle at
www.ef.ircles.com. invited Hussein
in. then booted out the leader just
hours later.
"\Ve got him good!" said one of
the sources that requested anonymi-
tv. "We made him feel reallv bad bv. . .
getting his hopes up that he could
be part of our crazy fun. A.~ if."
Sour, es inside Iraq confirm that
Hussr-ins spirits are at an all-time
low. dc-scribing him "L'-; "blue-."
..down-in-the-mont h." "having a
lW<l\"Y he-art .' and [pPling like "the
sun has gOI1(, down on him." A
palae-o servant claims to have-
he-ard tho leador muttering "Danie-l
is 1('(1\ing tonight on a train."
\:() one kIIO\\'S exactly who with-
in t lu- agpncy harrhed thc- ingen-
ious "Operation Ht~jpd", as it is
no", hping cal ic-d. hut it is dear
that the mastermind W",L,; familiar
wit h w w w.c-t'irdt ·S.('{ >Ill'S unique
invit at i( m-onlv an 'hit e(·t ure-. whic-h
.illovv-, a uu-mlx-r \)1' an p( "irclo to
invite in whoe-ver he or sh« wants.
and gh'es tlu-m t 11(' opt ion of boot-
ing them out at wil l.
, "\\'f' create-d our eCirdp and did
Schizophrenic Uses








Mathematical Equation for Sex Found
"We're Living Like Porn
Stars!" Pocket Protected
eCirclers Exclainl
Latt' last Friday night. whik work-
ing out a C01Jtaritllm for an upcoming
differential calculus exalll. Pallll'la
Sluniegelson of EXl'plsior Tpch stUIll-
bled upon thp equation for spxual
intercourse. TIl(> 1H'Xt II 1011 Ii IIi!:
Pamela related her discovpry tu la'r
fellow Applied Mathematics l1l,,~jors
.'~..
--_ .. - .. - - _.- -----
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Men's Basketball TeaDlPreparesFor Season
Baruch player scoring after a turnover. (AP/PHOTO Baruch Press)
Bookins allows himself time to settle down and
go through the offense a' couple of times
instead oftrying to score right away, he rises to
the athletic prowess that he is capable of.
There are many new players, including one
player that will join the _team_ in _th~~ spring
semester and a couple ofveterans that will also
contribute to this team. Because of spacecon-
straints I cannot go into all the individuals on
the team. I will say that this year's team is not
far from the team of last year. It will ultimate-
ly boil down to how the team addresses the
afore posed questions that will determine the
team's success. Rankis has done a nice job of '
adding players that are talented to the mix. It
is too early for my bold predictions that always
have rung true but I do know that the team is
capable of being where last year's team was:
CUNY championship. After the first six games
I will make my formal prediction.
This year's team is much faster than last years.,
and Rankis is adding new plays earlier than last
year so that the players should be more pre-
pared for the game situations that await.
Rankis has also added a new member to his
coaching staff, Fred Kettrell. Kettrell is enthu-
siastic and is a wonderful addition to the team.
Lastly, yours truly is helping the team out with
drills and other facets that will help to hone the
team's overall effectiveness.
This weekend. the team opens its season in
Poughkeepsie in the Vassar tournament. The
team can win this tournament if it plays as a
unit. . SUPPOI1 Y9ur division .~_h~ur)piQns..this,
year! Stay tuned for the schedule Of games.
For more info: contact Ralph Sirianni at (212)
387-1274.
The Colts dodged a Giant offensive dud bomb
last week. The Eagles are less well armed, A
sharp stick comes to mind. Indianapolis.
Ravens (-5 1/2) at Bengals
Talent-wise, the Bengals outman the Ravens.
Heart-wise, life is a skate at Cinergy Field.
Baltimore.
Cowboys (-3) at Cardinals
America's team is limping towards the play-
offs. A loss here will probably sink them.
Dallas.
Rams (-7) at 4gers
The 4gers are dead. The Rams are the elite.
Vermeil can ·taste the Superbowl. The circle is
now complete. St. Louis.
Bears (PK) at Chargers
Home-field advantage and Seau the difference
in this clash of Titans IV. This will be the last
time I place my faith in no. 55 if they can't
hold off the Bear "juggernaut." San Diego.
Saints (+ 12 1/2) at Jaguars
The Saints actually won a game! They won't
fare as well against a real team..Jacksonville.
Pick of the Week
Last week: 0-1 Overall record: 3-5
Panthers (-5) at Browns
Last week's score belies the fact that the
Panthers were in contentiondespite being
overwhelmed from the outset. Key fumbles
cost them a chance to win. They've proved
they can move the ball. The Browns proved
that even Cowher can let down if the opposi-
tion is poor enough. Carolina,
ON ANY GIVEN SUNDAY•••
By Shan-san Wu
News Editor
Last week's record vs. spread: 3-9
Overall: 50-54 and slipping.
Bills (-3 1/2) at NY Jets
The Bills came through last week. Still aging
and still underrated, nobody circles the wag-
ons you know the rest. Buffalo.
Giants (+5 1/2) at Redskins
Joe Morris rushes for over 180 yards in his
first breakout game as the Giants beat the
Redskins 37-13 ..sigh...that was a different
team-those were different Giants. Washington.
Lions (+ 7) at Packers
Favre and the Packers were satisfied back
when they won their first superbowl, Detroit.
Patriots (+4) at Dolphins
Sometimes nice guys do finish last. Not this
time. New England.
Falcons (+ 7 1/2) at Buccaneers
The Bucs actually showed some life last
week. Look. it moved. Tampa Bay.
Seahawks (+2 1/2) at Chiefs
This is Holmgren's year. Shawn Springs is the
best CB in football. Seattle.
Steelers (+6) at Titans
Getting beat by the Browns last week is like
Wisconsin losing to Cincinnati: mind-bog-
gling. If there was a NFL poll, the Steelers
would have fallen off of the planet.
Tennessee.
Colts (-7) at Eagles
easy baskets but the team wi II rally around
him.
Right now the other starter. as I see it, would
be Wellington Mejia. He is a player that has
matured over the last year and has finally
began to adjust to the Statesmen's style ofplay.
He must let the game come to him and.he wUI
\
be a terrific player to watch as he is explosive
when he attacks the rim. The other player that
fits this explosive mold is Trevor Bookins who
has had trouble adjusting to the speed of the
game. However. in the intrasquad scrimmage
. on Saturday. Bookins was spectacular on the
defensive and offensive end. Whenever
teams will have to double team him. As veter-
ans, these two players should also help
Mitchell with getting the newer guys incorpo-
rated into the system.
The primary key to winning, as I see it, will
come from the point guard position and Oliver
Virzosa appears ready to take the challenge.
Virzosa will always be the catalyst for the
team's defense and offense. As the floor gen-
eral. Virzosa must not only make the proper
decisions as to what plays to run but more
,imp8rtanly, he must make sure to keep ..pres-
sure on the opposing guards. Virzosa can aver-
age as manv as four steals per game ifhe plays.... .-




The men's basketball season is about to open
and there are many questions facing the team.
The biggest is who will step up and fill the void
left by the tour seniors that have left: Scott
Holloway, Joseph Liberato, John Pcrcodanni,
and Niall Bernard. While
all the past players will be missed for different
reason. sorely missed will be the output by the
two Cl iN Y all-stars in I followay who led
CUNY in point production and Liberato who
was the perennial workhorse on the boards and
garbage points. The other questions facing
the team are: will they be able to mesh as one
unit and w ill the team accept its new leader-
ship'?
It is up to the remaining veterans to fill most
of the \ oid that has been left. In particular.
Leonard Mitchell will be called upon to lead
the Statesmen. Mitchell must be more
assertive as he will uet the ball in many game
decisive situations and he must be ready to step
up and win the game. Mitchell's main weak-
ness is that he does not always look to score. I
would I ike to see him be a little more selfish
because he is capable of putting up 1I01l0way-
like numbers. Moreover, his attitude and play
will trickle down to the other players especial-
ly the new ones.
David Thomas and Lou Perno must be the
new workhorses of the team. Perno is a terrif-
ic scorer who will help to open things up for
David. Pento is one of the team's best outside
threats. Thomas is prolific in the Tow post and
once he has established his presence. all the
Baruch shooters will take advantage since most
P,il" '1B\" Jon Minner's
Someone put an anti-trust suit on his ass. What
fighter doesn't belong to Don King. The only
smart one to leave King's camp is Mike Tyson
and he needed Daniel Webster (from the story,
The Devil and Daniel Webster) to prove to
hell's jury that Tyson's soul could not be sold
to Don King, because it already belonged to a
jail cell.
Speaking of boxing. the Lewis-Holyfield
fight sucked. Make boxing eight rounds,
because after that, it starts looking like a WCW
wrestling match in that ring. Lewis won and he
deserved it because of last time, but suddenly,
the IBF title is held up. Wonder if Don King
had anything to do with that one.
In baseball, the most exciting sport right now,
and they don't even have a game on TV, Ken. ....
Griffey Jr. 1S being shopped around as is A-
Rod, David Wells and others. You know what
would be cool? It would be cool if a player
actually says they only want to win a World
Series and will actually sign for less money
than they would normally get if they could
actually get a World Series ring. You see,
championships really mean squat to a player.
We will never see a player like Griffey on the
Mets, because the Mets would have to sign
their lives away to obtain him.
David Wells. on the other hand would be an
excellent fit with the Mets and they should
trade for him and possibly sign David Cone as
well. Pitching is what kept us out of the World
Series. Trade Kenny Rogers for a lump ofshit.
because that's about all he is worth.
Well, that's all for now. I am going to sec
Mystery Alaska. Heard it was better than
stomaching a Rangers game. Later...
I'm bored. Bored with the world of sports.
just can't get into it this week. Do you know
how hard it is to write a weekly column about
sports and keep it fresh and funny week after
week? The sports world really wasn't cooper-
ating with me this week.
There was no playoff games, and no exciting
Knicks games on the tube. What I got was a
bunch of crap that made me long for the days
when TV wasn't 24 hours long and they used
to have test patterns on late night. At least test
patterns were more exciting than the crap I saw
this week.
I said the Knicks were kicking ass and sud-
denly they are getting their ass kicked. All you
Patrick Ewing bashers out there don't know
squat. I like insulting the man. rnysel f. but I
know he is needed.
Patrick Ewing's role should be a defensive
one because we alreadv have the offense. We, .
sti II need his presence at Center, even as a
backup. He still has game left. He just needs
to learn to be less greedy and I think after last
year, he realizes his team can carry on offen-
sively without him. Defense is another story.
If Ewing was playing in the finals last year, the
Knicks would have won it.
Knowing that the Knicks could have won it
last year. makes this year's long drawn out sea-
son, a snore to me. Bring on the playoffs
already.
What else happened? I read in the newspa-
per the other day that people think Don King
fixes fights. No? Really? Shit, I thought the
fact that he controlled every fighter's soul
-
..
--
